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Baskery! It‟s about time a wind of change from up north swept through the Blue Rose label and 
its male-dominated roster. Baskery from Stockholm are an all-girl trio consisting of sisters 
Sunniva, Greta and Stella Bondesson. They are not only three very attractive Swedish blondes but 
also an exciting live act. With their brand-new second studio album New Friends they deliver a 
musical power package containing influences from Americana-Land and a whole lot more.  
 
Baskery have been making New Friends the whole world over in these past few years touring 
clubs and major festivals like Glastonbury (England), Toender (Denmark), Waterfront Bluesfest 
(Oregon/USA), Woodfork Folk Festival (Australia), California Worldfest and – quite recently – 
SXSW in Austin, Tx., the biggest of them all. Wherever they go, they captivate audiences with 
their energetic performance, winning songs and extraordinary musicianship as evidenced in 
intricate three-part harmonies and multi-instrumentalism. Sunniva on stage right is the youngest 
of the three but mostly responsible for lead vocals and songwriting. She also plays acoustic guitar 
live; on the album she adds electric guitar and cello. Stella works the upright bass in the physical 
manner of many of her influences in rock‟n‟roll and rockabilly. Seated behind a bass drum mostly 
played barefoot is Greta. Her main instrument is the banjo, often played bottleneck-style or with 
electric distortion. Like Stella she is a fabulous harmony singer – to New Friends she also 
contributes electric guitar and a full drum set. 
 
The sisters have been on the road since the late 1990s. With their Dad on the drums they released 
two albums as The Slaptones and toured with former Stray Cat Brian Setzer & his Orchestra. In 
2006, they chose the name Baskery and started focusing on original material and an original 
identity. That‟s how Baskery‟s truly original style between temperamental, straight 
Alt.Country/Garage/Swamp Punk and subtle, singer-songwriter-influenced Americana 
developed. In 2008, Baskery released their debut album Fall Among Thieves, first at home, until 
it was released by Glitterhouse Records in Germany in 2009 – it was wildly praised (rave review 
in Mojo!) for its intense live-in-the-studio sound. 
 
On New Friends Baskery manage to preserve the live feel and familial chemistry in a higher 
quality studio recording with significantly improved songwriting. The instrumental tracks were 
recorded at home in Sweden but most lead & harmony vocals were recorded on tour, in hotel 
rooms in Öland, Berlin, Aberdeen and Belfast. Later on they hooked up with renowned mixers 
Peter "BlackPete" Schmidt (Joe Jackson, Depeche Mode, Beatsteaks) und Simon Beizai who fine-
tuned the arrangements and mixes. 
 
Thus, New Friends sounds experienced and deliberate with a highly dynamic, colorful 
production and arrangements that lean more towards electric intruments and rock than their 
debut.  There are also some dark clouds passing through the songs as evidenced on the opener 
“Shame And Dance” with Sunniva‟s extroverted vocal reminiscent of Kristin Hersh (throwing 
Muses) while the clever, harmony-strong chorus leads into a pop song.  „Nobody Nice‟ with its 
bass-dominated touch of rockabilly also shines with three-part hamonies while „The Queen & 
Drone‟ is all Greta‟s show piece – a deep-soul ballad with electric Memphis-style guitars. „Rivers 
Of Home‟ is pure gothic folk, spooky with underlying cello and vocals drenched in reverb. „Throw 
Me A Bone‟, sparse, revolving around a single riff is an early live favorite. „Rotten/Boys‟ is an 
exciting tune with its radio-friendly chorus and cool harmonica fills while electric guitars add 
drive.  „Beat Up The Blues‟ delivers what its title promises with a slow beat, heavily rocking guitars 
and an irresistible chorus. „As Simple As This‟ is sheer (vocal) seduction with a hit-ready chorus 
reminiscent of the Bangles. „Tendencies‟ is close to Americana/Folk with acoustic guitars and a 
sound that encompasses Kate & Anna McGarrigle and the Secret Sisters. The album ends with a 
„Postlude‟, a simple folk melody and the oft-repeated, whispered lines "round we're going, down 
we're heading, going round, heading down." This is true class & style, the fine art of Baskery!  
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